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1. Complete the summary of the story by filling in the missing words.
Use the Word Bank to help you.

WORD BANK

alone
arrest
closing

tn

to

death

and he is

c)

d)

e)

f)

s)

fortunately injured
guard kill
hospital prison

pflson

revenge sword
saved weapons

hospital

death
defend
despair

ln this Alex Rider adventure, a known drug dealer named Skoda seeks

revenge . He is out to kiil Alex, who was

responsible for his arrest

2.

Alex also caused him to be severely

Skoda first breaks out of the

under the craziest of circumstances.

injured

He then poses as a

a school visit to a

guard at the British Museum during

weapons exhibition by Alex and his classmates.

Just before closing time, Skoda approaches Alex, who is

alone . He seizes an ancient Chinese sword

and is about to kill Alex.

ln the last scene, Alex crashes to the floor where he is lying

despair . He has no special gadgets or other means

defend himself, and is convinced that his hour of

has arrived. Fortunately , something happens

saved . Exactly what that is, we will find out later on.

Go back and scan the story for details. Find:

a) The name of Alex's school: Brookland School

b) The class Alex had just attended when he met Miss Treat:

drama
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Skim and Scan

Skimming involves reading

a text quickly in order to identify

the general meaning or

main elements,

Scanning involves moving your

eyes down a page in search

of specific information.

What she taught: science (chemistry and physicÿ

Who wrote that Alex was bright: his form teacher

How Alex had learned about Murmansk: while on a mission there

The teachers who accompanied the students to the museum:

Miss Treat and Mr. Kydd

The English name for the Chinese sword: a unicom sword
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3. Answer the true or false statements. lf a statement is false, correct it to
make it true.

a) The surgery on Skoda was not very successful.

b) Alex had missed school because of illness.

--------:----
e) Skoda used to deal drugs and then worked as a guard L I

in the museu m. He only pretencled to be a giard. I i X
I------------r--------

f ) Miss Treat was a very popular teacher.
X

;t ÀË;;;:;il; ;ü; ;; ;l;;;;
by his smile (t*o missing teeth) X

ilü;;ilil;;;;;;ü*p;;i;;*..k;Ë' i i
an ancient sworcl from the exhibition X

--------------' -:{'-: ;

4. Think about it, discuss it with a partner, then write
your response.

Why is Miss Treat in the story?

Answers will vary.

The British Museum

London, [ngland
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5. Complete the graphic
Draw a small portrait
but should include:

organizer for each of the three principal characters.
of each one in the diamond. Answers will vary,

General information

Name: A/ex Rider

Age:14

Profession: student and Ml6 agent

Personality traits

Pleasant, bright, multilingual

General information

Name: Skoda (what he calls himself)

Age unknown

Profession: drug dealer

Personality traits

Mean, sadistic, crafty

General information

Name: Donna Ireat

Age: rn her 20s

Profession : supply teacher

Personality traits

Popular, çrood sense of humour,

Physical description

Handsome, blond hair, athletic

Other information

Orphan, raised by his uncle, often misses

school because of special missions,

likes gadgets, exce/s at extreme sports

Physical description

Two missing teeth, long, ugly scar running
from his forehead to his chin

Other information

Seeks revengre, wants to kill Alex
for humiliating him and causing him injury,

has escaped from prison

Physical description

Long blond hair, deep blue eyes, sexy

Other information

Ieaches science, new at school
(ln the ending, we learn that she is also an Ml6

agent and she sayes Alex's life.)
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